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Man Has a New Best Friend 

Your neighbor’s friendly Golden Labrador Retriever might soon face competition for the 

long denoted title of “Man’s best friend.”  Though loyal and loveable, an often overlooked house 

pet is gaining some national momentum. With social media interest, branded clothing, and the 

growing popularity of the infamous “cat lady,” Tabbies and Calicoes will be named human’s 

number one companion by the year 2025. 

First and foremost, it is important to recognize that members of the feline population 

have been documented household pets long before that of their canine counterparts. Making their 

first appearance around 8,000 years ago, cats became a useful tool in Egyptian culture to get rid 

of small rodents, like mice (Zawistowski). Soon after this pest-control realization, the 

appreciation of cats in the Egyptian culture grew exponentially- cats were even given similar 

mummifying rituals to that of humans and some cases, “a cat had been deliberately buried with a 

human” (Zax).  This was the start of a flourishing relationship between human kind and cat. 

 Fast forwarding toward present day, as the middle class developed, cats became less of a 

rodent repellent and took on the role of a household companion.  Yes, dogs were useful when it 

came to helping hunt for our food, but as our country became more industrialized and families 

began settling down into quaint homes, the calm and collected feline pranced into the spotlight 

(Zax). Continuing to kill pesky rodents while being relatively low maintenance (in comparison to 

dogs at least) proved a greatly symbiotic relationship. A cat’s apparent aloofness and lack of 

attentional demand should not, however, be taken as a sign to stay away.  Though they don’t 

require much attention, cats are delighted to purr during a back scratch (resulting in that stretched 

elevator butt) or receive a cooing “hello” from their human mom and dad.      
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Moreover, as the economy continues to put strains on everyone’s lives, including pet 

owners, it will soon be very clear that a cat is a much less expensive and environmentally 

friendly option for a pet. Cats do not go through multiple chew toys per week and create messes 

on your floor that may require professional cleaning while slobbering all over bones.  They eat 

less food and eat it more daintily than a rough-housing pit-bull that chews at the tile in hopes of 

getting a little bigger of a snack.  In regards to waste, not only do cats require less supplies to be 

used and wrappers of toys to be thrown away, but they themselves a fraction of the waste of an 

average household dog.  Additionally, there will be no worries of pollution of feces on the streets 

and in lawns since cats defecate in litter boxes. 

 Cats are not only a practical pet, but a popular one.  Cat videos are creating viral 

sensations left and right on video websites such as YouTube. On a personal recent trip to 

YouTube, I saw numerous cat videos posted on the “Popular on YouTube” section…none about 

dogs. In fact, 58% of adult web users say that cat and baby videos are their favorite genre 

(Mother Nature Network)!  When searching “cat video” on YouTube, the first three videos to 

show are “Epic Funny Cats…”, “Funny Cats Compilation…”, and “Epic Funny Cats”. They 

have 27 million, 10 million, and 13 million views respectively.  Another popular social internet 

site, Twitter, has countless accounts dedicated to cats with around 150 thousand followers 

minimum per account! Facebook? Instagram? Equal amounts of cat accounts and equal amounts 

of followers.  

 Furthermore, taking a look at current fashion trends, I don’t see poodles and daisy dogs 

on t-shirts and earrings being sold and trendy stores like urban outfitters or online sensation 

Etsy.com- I see cats!  And it doesn’t stop there; Cat paraphilia includes everything from 
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silverware to phone cases. It was around the mid-90’s that cat related items boomed into a 

billion-dollar industry (Zax). When it no longer was enough for owners to fawn over and take 

pictures of their cats, cat lovers around the world want to express themselves with cat-obsessed 

paraphernalia.  Celebrities such as Kim Kardashian was spotted sporting an entire cat costume 

during a photo shoot.  Anthropologie, a popular store among young women, recently launched a 

cat-inspired design line, an advertisement posted about the store stated, “It’s a Fiesta of Feline 

Fall Fashion, AKA a Cat Lady Clothing Bonanza.”  The love of cats is not unique, and it is 

growing at a rapid pace. 

 The idea that cats are outperforming dogs in this domesticated popularity contest is not 

just an idea, but beginning to mold itself into statistics regarding pet censuses. According to U.S. 

pet-ownership estimates from the APAA for 2012, 95.6 million cats were owned where only 

83.3 million dogs were owned.  That’s 12.3 million more cats in the year 2012, and that number 

will only grow with the increasing trendiness of cat-loving (APPA).  In this day and age, being 

cool seems to be loving cats.  I can only see this trend continuing to grow.  With a longstanding 

relationship of over 8,000 years, cats have proved themselves loyal companions and they are 

finally getting the attention they deserve. In the next 36 years, cats will slink right under that 

canine’s super-sniffer and claim the “Man’s best friend” throne. 
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